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To all chom, it may concern :
Be it known that we, STOCKTON BORTON, of
Philadelphia, in the county of Philadelphia
and State of Pennsylvania, and CHARLIES H.
5 WILLCOX, of New York city, in the county
and State of New York, have invented a new
and useful Improvementin Tension and Thread
Controlling Apparatus for Sewing-Machines,
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pieces, being outside the fabric, do not need 5o

all the thread, and would be too loose if no re

straint be placed on its delivery. A check
temsion too light to interfere with the free de
livery of all the measured thread so long as

the fabric is sewed, but sufficient to draw up 55
the chain properly by holding back a portion
of the thread when the stitches are made out
which improvement is fully set forth in the fol side of the fabric, is therefore arranged to act
I o lowing specification.
r.
upon the thread betweep, the pull- off and
6o
This invention relates to a measuring ten take-up.
sion or apparatus whiclh will automatically
For convenience of reference, and to distin
measure out the thread for each stitch, so that guish them from each otherand from the check
a uniform and elastic seam may be made tension, the automatic or intermittent ten
I 5 without special care or skill on the part of the sion between the pull-off and take-up, which
operator. Heretofore apparatus of this de prevents the thread drawing back, may be 65
scription has been made having a pull-off com called the “clamoping-tension,” and that be
bined with two constant tensions of different tween the pull-off and spool, which prevents
force, the pull-off acting upon the thread be. the stitch-forming mechanism from drawing
2o tween the two tensions, the lighter tension be thread from the spool instead of tightening
ing between the spool-pin and pull-off and the the stitch in the work, the “resisting-tension.” 7 o
| heavier between the latter and the take-up. The resisting-tension may be automatic or in
In the said apparattas the take-up and other termittent in its action; but a constantly-act
stitch-forming devices have to draw the meas ing friction-tension is preferred. Any known
25 ured thread through the heavier tension afore or suitable device for producing a hold or ten
said, which is liable sometimes so to hold back sion on the thread-such as weighting the 75
the thread as to prevent the stitching meclu spool, passing the thread through a series of
anism from taking the full amount measured, eyes, and other well-known dlevices-can be
and thus to render the work irregular. The used; but a disk-tension with disks held to
3o liability to irregular action is particularly great getler
by spring-pressure is preferred and is
in sewing knit goods, for which this invention show’n herein. The intermittent or automatic 8o
is mainly designed. In the present invention tension can be made to release altogether the
the tension between the pull-off and stitching tension on the thread or simply relieve it in
mechanism is made automatic in its action, so part. Whatever be the form of tension used,
35 that the thread drawn by the pull-off is left it is preferred to have all the tensions adjusted
free to be worked into the sewing, and each so that in case of an extraordinary strain upon 85
stitch will receive the measured quantity. The the thread—say in passing over a very thick
tension between the pull-off and spool or other seam-a small quantity can be drawn directly
supply of threadl is made heavy enough to pre from the spool or other source of supply and
4o vent, under ordinary conditions of working, breakage of the thread avoided, while with
the drawing of thread directly from the spool the ordinary sewing the supply of thread is 93.
by the stitch-forming mechanism, and effect regulatedl by the measuring pull-off. With
the necessary tightening of the stitches. In some classes of work, especially in sewing
ordler to insure the working of all the meas stockings and other knit goods, tluis precau
45 ured thread into each stitch, it is desirable to tion may be un necessary.
leave the thread perfectly free to be taken up
may be here observed that it is common 95
by the stitch-forming mechanism; but in run to Itcombine
with an automatic or intermittent
ning from one piece of work to another the tension, as well as with other tensions, a pull
chain or series of stitches between the two

off—that is, a device auxiliary to the take-up
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and other stitch - forming mechanism—which order to show the application; but the appa
operates to draw off from the spool or its equiv ratus can be used in connection with any of
alentateach stitch a small quantity of thread, so the well - known machines making a chain,
7o
as to maintain a supply of loose thread to be de double-chain, lock, or other form of stitch.
livered to the stitch-forming mechanism; but The parts of the machine not shown are or
the pull-offs heretofore usedlin such combination may be of ordinary or suitable construction.
Figure 1 is a plan; Fig. -2,3 a side elevation,
have always been so constructed and arranged
as to maintain constantly a supply of thread partly in section; Fig. 3, a vertical cross-s: c
greater than required for the longest stitch, tion through the two tensions; Figs. 4 and 5, 75
O and have not been adapted to measure the views in section through the pull-off and nee
thread for the several stitches; nor have they dle-lever, the means for holding the pull-off be
been arranged to operate upon the thread be ing somewhat different in the two figures; and
tween an intermittent clamping-tension and Figs. 6 and 7, views in plan and vertical sec- i
a resisting-tension, as above indicated. They tion, respectively, of a check-tension supported
I 5 have also been without adjustment, keeping upon the base of the clamping-tension.
supplied always the same quantity of thread A is the maculine - frame, and B the needle
to be drawn from by the stitch-forming mecli lever, operated, as usual, from the main slhaft
of the machine. C is the pull-off; D, the clamp
anism.
As more thread is required for long than for ing - tension; E, the resisting - tension; F, the
short stitches and for thick than for thin goods, check-tension; G, a guide-bar over which the
the measuring pull-offisin this invention made, thread passes to and from the tensions and
adjustable, so as to be adapted to any ordinary pull-off, and G" a spool-pin.
use. It is obvious that the pull-off can be The pull-off, as shown, consists of a short bar
made adjustable in its action by altering the pivoted to the needle-lever B, and proviçded at
point
at which it begins to pull off the thread, its outer end with an eye, a, through which the
25
the movement being the same, as well as by va thread passes. It is held in place by the large
rying the movement. The term “º adjustable,” headed screw HI, which passes through the nee
as here applied to the pull-off, is to be under dlle-lever, and is tapped into the end of the pull
stood broadly as referring to the adjustability off. By loosening this screw the pull-off is left 95
of the action, and not as being limited to a pull free to be turned on it as on a pivot, and by
off wherein the part which acts on the thread tightening the screw the pull-off may be held
is variable, although the latter is deemed the in any position to which it may be adjusted.
most advantageous arrangement and is shown To prevent tam pering on the part of the oper
herein. Under this first part of the invention ator or other unauthorized persons, the head of TIO O
a. measuring or adjustable pull-off with an eye this screw is formed so that a special key is re
or similar device to act upon the th: eadl, but quired to turn it. Thus, instead of the usual
otherwise of any ordinary or suitable construc nick or groove, the screw-lhead is provided near
tion, can be used. The invention, however, its edge with two recesses, b, for receiving the
relates also to tlhe special construction and op prongs on the special key. Other and more I O 5
elabofate means can be used, if desired, to pre
eration of a pull-off.
It consists, first, in operating the pull-off vent tampering, but such as shown will ordi
from the needle-lever of the sewing-machine narily be sufficient.
by means of an adjustable connection; second, In Fig. 4 a spring-washer, c, (omitted in Fig. I I O
iu carrying the pull-off on the needle-lever or 5,) is shown under the head of the screw H. It
45 other vibrating part of the machine and ad is of advantage, as it keeps an elastic pressure
justing the part which acts upon the tilread | on the pull-off, even when the screw is loosened.
nearer to or farther i from the fulcrum of the It is also possible with it to tighten the screw
needle-lever, which is, of course, also the cen sufficient to hold the pull-off in place against
ter about which the pull-off moves; third, in the action of the thread, while allowing it to be 1 I 5
- 5o pivoting the pull-off to the needle-lever, so that turned by the fingers to regulate the amount
the adjustment may be effected by turning the of threadl which shall be pulled off from te
pull-off on its pivot; and, fourth, in locking spool at each stitch. When it is to be thus
the pull-off to prevent unauthorized alteration adjusted a shoulder, c', may be formed on the I 2 O
screw to bear against the pull-off to prevent
of its position.
55 The invention further has reference to the the screw being turned too far. By setting particular construction and special timing of the pull-off to the right (Figs. 1 and 2) the eye
the action of the pull-off with reference to the di is brought nearer the fulcrum of the needle-le
and consequently it moves through a short
stitch-forming devices, and to the special com ver,
bination of the different parts of the apparatus, er distance tiban before at each vibration of the I 25
needle-lever, and pulls off a less amount of
as luereinafter more fully set forth.
The accompanying drawings, which form a tlhread from the spool, whereas by setting it
part of this specification, represent a tension to the left a greater length is pulled off for
alud thread-controlling apparatus embodying each stitch.
the invention. A portion of the frame and op The clamping-tension I), wlich is intermit
erating parts of a Willcox & Gibbs single tent in its action, may be that in common use
thread chain stitch machine is illustrated in on the Willcox & Gibbs automatic machine;
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but it is preferred to have it modified, as shown
in the drawings. The lower tension-disk, d, is
. secured by screws to the machine-frame. The
upper disk, e, is fixed, by soldering or other
5 wise, to the clamp-studif, and is raised at inter
vals against the pressure of the spring h by

taken by the looper below the work-plate of
the sewing-machine, and while the needle-bar
is rising, the clamping-tension is released, and
the thread which has been pulled off is grad
ually given off by the pull-off and goes into the
stitch which is forming. All tlhe thread is used,
and mo nuore, the resisting-tension, aided by
the check-tension and the various bends in the
thread through and over its guides, being suf. 75
ficient, except under extraordinary strain, to
prevent any thread from being drawn directly
from the spool. The thread is then again
clamped by the clamping-tension, and tlue same
quantity of thread is again drawn from the
thread by the pull-off. By timing the parts
so that the thread is delivered by the pull-off
gradually during the upstroke of the needle
the thread is best worked into the chain-stitch,
(made by the machine shown ;) but the parts 85
could be otherwise timed without departing
from the invention.
It is obvious that portions of the invention
could be used separately, and that various modi
fications could be made in addition to those al
ready indicated. For example, the clamping
tension could be carried by the pull-off instead
of being placedon the machine-frame, as shown.
The pull-off could be formed by an eye on the

the eccentric-rod g acting against the clamp
stud f. The spring h surrounds the latter and
tends to draw the tension-disks into contact.
IO
A raised seat, i, is made on the lower disk, and
the thread is clamped between this seat and
the under surface of the upper disk. An an
nullar opening between the edges of the disks
is thus left at all times, so tlhat the thread can
I 5 be inserted as far as the raised seat, even whep
the device is closed by the action of spring h.
This spring bears at its upper end against the
lower disk, a metal washer, k, and leather wash
erk' being interposed. At its lower end it bears
2 O against a collar, l, on the clamp-studif, ? metal
washer, kº, and a leather washer, kº, being in
terposed. The collar is loosely connected with
the clamp-studif, but moves vertically with it.
Below the studif is a washer or small disk,
2 5 m, faced with cloth, m', on the bottom and sides.
The cloth-faced washer remains by the friction :
of its cloth-covered edge always - in contact
with the rod of clamp-studlf when the eccen
tric-rod goes down and leaves it. The screw needle-lever, and a series of such eyes could 95
, 30 in the end of eccentric-rod has leather washers be used in order that the amount measured off
I n'’, forming its bearing in the hole, while it luas could be varied. In special machines which
a steel washer, nº, riveted above the leather are to be used constantly on one style of work
washer, which strikes , fdat against the cloth the measuring pull-off need not be adjustable.
face of washer m.
The term “measuring pull-off” is employed O O
35 The resisting-tension, wlich is constanut in in this specification to denote a pull-off, wheth
its action, consists of the two disks p q, the er fixed or adjustable, adlapted by virtue of
screw r, the spring s, and the base-piece t. its construction or adjustability to draw off
The screw 'r holds the parts together, and also : and give up at each stitch theamoun? of thread
attaches them, together with the spool-holder, requiredl for making a stitch, so that the pull l o 5
to the machine-frame. In practice, however, off measures out the thread insteadli of main
the thread will commonly be delivered from taining, like the pull-offs in common use, more
above from a spool on an independent support. loose thread than will be required for a stitch,
The thread-guidebar G is attached in any suita and leaving it i to the stitch-forming mechan
I LO
ble way to the machine-frame. As shown, one | ism to supply itself therefrom.
45 end is secured on the base-piece tof the resist
In machines not usinga needle-lever, or when,
ing-tension.
from any reason, it may not be desirable to op
The check-tension shown in Figs. 1 and 2 erate the pull-off therefrom, the latter may be
consists of two disks, u, held in place by a operated from the shuttle-driving lever in ma
screw, 2v, and pressed together by a spring, ac. chines using a shuttle, or from other moving Il 5
In Figs. 6 and 7 it consists of an annular washer, part.
y, surrounding the head d' of the clamp-stud Haying now fully described our said inven
f, which head acts as the upper disk of the tion, and the manner of carrying the same into
clamping-tension, and two screws with springs effect, what we claim isr
8, which press saidl washer against the disk d. 1. A measuring pull-off adapted to measure 2 O
55 The "thread is led from the spool under the at each stitch the amount of thread therefor,
guide-bar G between the disks of the resisting in combination with an automatic or intermit
tension, over the guide-bar, through the eye tent tension between said pull - off and the
a of the pull-off, between the disks of the clamp stitching mechanism, and a tension between
ing and check tensions, and thence to the take the spool or supply of thread and the pull-off,
up and eye of the needle. In operation, the substantially as described.
pull-off draws from the spool during the de 2. The combination, with an adjustable pull
scent of the needle-lever the amount of thread off, of an intermittent clamping-tension and a
required for each stitch, the thread being resisting-tension, substantially as described.
clamped by the clamping-tension, so that it is | 3. The combination of an automatic or in
necessarily drawn from the spool through the termittent tension, a constant tension, and a
resisting-tension. After the loop has been | measuring pull-off arranged to act upon the
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thread between the two, substantially as de off, of means, as explained, for locking it in po
scribed.
sition, requiring a special key for releasing the 40
4. The combination, with an intermittent same, substantially as described.
tension and a constant tension, of an adjusta 12. The combination of the adjustable pull
ble pull-off arranged to act on the thread be off, needle-lever, and holding-screw, substan
tween the two, substantially as described.
tially as described.
5. The combination of the measuring pull 13. The combination of the needle-lever, pull 45
off and the intermittent clamping-tension be off, holding - screw, and spring - washer, sub
tween itself and the stitching mechanism, sub stantially as described.
I O stantially as described.
14. In an automatic or intermittent ten
6. The combination of an adjustable pull-off sion, the combination, with the eccentric-rod,
and an intermittent clamping-tension between of an independent clamp-stud and a tension
itself and the stitch-forming mechanism, sub disk fixed thereto, substantially as described.
stantially as described.
15. In a sewing-machine forming stitches
7. The combination of the measuring pull by means of a looper, a measuring pull-off, and
off, the intermittent clamping - tension, the intermittent clamping-tension, combined with
check-tension, and the resisting tension, sub operating mechanism, and timed, as explained, 55
stantially as described.
so as to deliver the measured thread gradually
8. The combination of the needle-lever, pull during the ascent of the needle-bar, substan
2 O off, and adjustable connection, substantially tially as described.
as described.
16. The check-tension formed by an annu
9. The combination, with a vibratory part lar washer, combined with a stationary disk,
of the sewing-machine, such as the needle-le supporting - pins, and independent tension
ver, of a pull-off rigidly attached to and car springs for holding said washer against said
ried by said part, so that the eye or portion of disk, substantially as described.
the pull-off which acts upon the thread moves 17. The combination, with an intermittent
in a circular arc with the fulcrum of said vi tension, of an annular spring-check tension 65
bratory part as the center, said pull-off being surrounding a disk of the intermittent tension,
adjustable to bring said eye or operating por substantially as described.
tion of the pull-off nearer to or farther from In testimony whereof we have signed this
the said fulcrum, substantially as described. specification in the presence of two subscrib
10. The combination, with a moving part of ing witnesses. (
a sewing-machine, such as the needle-lever, of
STOCKTON BORTON.
a pull-off rigidly attached and pivoted thereto,
CHAS.
H. WILLCOX.
35 so as to be carried thereby and adjustable on
Witnesses :
its pivot as a center, so as to alter its action
upon the tbread, substantially as described.
JOHN C. PURKIs,
GILMAN E. JOPP.
11. The combination, with an adjustable pull

